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Early Warning – Classical Approach
 Goal
 Warn as early as possible
 Properties
 Usually based on sensor data
 easily collectible
 sometimes difficult to interpret
 Often based on incomplete information / facts
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Example: Sensor data
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Example: Sensor data (cont'd)
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Example: Interpretation
 What caused the peak?
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EW – Classical Approach – Revisited
 Goal
 Warn as early as possible
 Properties
 Usually based on sensor data
 easily collectible
 sometimes difficult to interpret
 Often based on incomplete information / facts
 Missing information / context
 How can context be supplied?
 Deeper analysis of events
 Open Source Information
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Conficker: Sensor data (I)
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Conficker: Sensor data (II)
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Conficker: Sensor data (III)
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Conficker: Sensor data (III)
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Conficker: Sensor data (III)
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Conficker: Sensor data (III)
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Conficker: Timeline (after the fact)
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Conficker: Deeper Analysis (I)
 Analysis of Argos data
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Conficker: OSINF (I)
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Conficker: OSINF (II)
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Conficker: OSINF (0) ???
 Hints even before reservation of CVE no.?
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Definitions
 Information
 Anything relevant to your goals / tasks
 Data
 Measurements
 Machine recordable/processable information
 Sensor data
 Data measured/recorded by sensor(s) (e.g. 
NetFlow or IDS)
 Early Warning (System)
 (System to) Warn people not affected, yet
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Definitions (cont'd)
 Open Source Information
 Everything that's publicly available (news, ...)
 Explicitly comprises rumors
 Open Source Intelligence
 Collection of openly available information
 Analysis of information → intelligence (i.e. 
“understanding”)
 Context
 Information necessary to fully understand sensor 
data
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Open Source Information
 OSINF: Helps interpret sensor data
 “Something going on with product A“
➔ Pay specific attention to sensor data related 
product A
 Sensor data: Helps to look for/judge OSINF
 Unexplained sensor data possibly related to 
product A
➔ Look for OS information related to product A
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Open Source Inf.: Different Sources
 Simply use a search engine?
 Not sufficient
 Mailinglists
 RSS / Atom
 Online Forums
 Chat / IRC
 News sites
 Web pages
 Rumors
 …
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Collecting information
 Partially back to sensor data problem
 Crawlers
 E-Mail
 ...
 But some things just can't be automated
 “Gut feeling” as input?
 Understanding information ...
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Semantically
 What about duplicates?
 Information is hard to interpret by machines
 What is the information about?
 Information is hard to interpret by machines
 Quality of the information
 Information is hard to interpret by machines
 Quality of the sources
 ...
 Human knowledge and information is needed!
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Requirements for OSINF processing tool
 Modular
 Workflow support
 Quality assurance
 Internationalization
 Cooperative working environment
 Integration with publication / advisory system
 Aggregation and classification of information
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Workflow
 Managing Open Source Information
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Realization (prototype)
 Backend
 Independent
 Modular
 Scalable
 Ruby
 Greetings from
Sisyphus ...
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Frontend
 Based on OTRS 2.4.x
 Perl, XML
 Decent module system
 Internationalization
 Web based
 Key modeling elements
 Tickets
 Queues
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Processing
 Information is presented as tickets
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Tickets
 One piece of information
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Quality management
 Quality of information
 Quality of sources
 Quality of the entire process
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QM of Information/Sources
 QM of information
 Rating strictly human domain
 topicality
 credibility
 relevance
 Duplicate detection
 QM of sources
 Feedback loop from rating information
 Human intervention possible 
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QM of the process
 Workflow parts concerned
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Rating
 Tickets are pre-rated
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Rating (cont'd)
 Manual rating of tickets
 Feedback loop to automatic (source) rating
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Categorizing
 Queues can be customized
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Duplicates
 Simhash
 Manassas’ “shingleprinting” algorithm
 http://wiki.cs.pdx.edu/forge/simhash.html
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Publication
 Single Queue
 Hierarchy of queues
 Can be customized (modules)
 E-Mail
 Input for advisory system
 ...
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Conclusions / Outlook
 Integration of OS information
 Prototypical implementation
 Human interaction necessary
 Source handling difficult
 Generic parser modules difficult
 Web site changes
 Workflow „finetuning“
 Correlation with sensor data
 Generation of profiles
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Thanks ...
… for your attention!
Questions?
Till Dörges, Jürgen Sander
PRESENSE Technologies GmbH
{doerges,sander}@pre-sense.de
